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THE GAME-THEORETIC VALUE AND
THE SPECTRAL RADIUS OF A NONNEGATIVE MATRIX

JOEL E. COHEN1 AND SHMUEL FRIEDLAND2

ABSTRACT. We relate some minimax functions of matrices to some spectral

functions of matrices. If A is a nonnegative n X n matrix, v(A) is the game-

theoretic value of A, and p(A) is the spectral radius of A, then v(A) < p(A).

Necessary and sufficient conditions for v(A) = p(A) are given. It follows that

if A is nonnegative and irreducible and n > 1, then v(A) < p(A). Also, if, for

a real matrix A and a positive matrix B, v(A, B) = supx infy XTAY/X"1 BY

over probability vectors X and Y, then for nonnegative, nonsingular A and

positive B, p(AB) = [»(A'1^)]-1.

The purpose of this paper is to establish some connections between von Neu-

mann's minimax functions of matrices and the spectral radius of nonnegative ma-

trices. Other connections between game-theoretic and linear-algebraic aspects of

matrices have been established by Blackwell (1961) and Raghavan (1978).

Let

Pn = [x e Rn | Xt > o, £xt = l} ,   p+ = {x e Rn \ Xt > 0, £X¡ = 1} •

Where no ambiguity can arise, the subscript n will be dropped.

In game theory the minimax theorem (von Neumann, 1928 [1959]) asserts that

for any m x n real matrix A,

(1) sup    inf XTAY=   inf    sup XTAY,
xepm Y€Pn rep,. xePm

where T denotes transpose. The common value of both sides of (1) is v(A), the

value of A.

The spectral radius p(A) of an n x n real matrix A is the maximum of moduli of

the eigenvalues of A. Following the terminology of Birkhoff and Varga (1958), who

also review much of the background assumed here, the spectral prenorm R(A) of A

is the maximum of the real parts of the eigenvalues of A.

A matrix A is nonnegative, and we write A > 0, if every element atj of A is

greater than or equal to 0.  A matrix A is positive, and we write A > 0, if every

element is greater than 0. A matrix A is essentially nonnegative if every element

not on the main diagonal is nonnegative.  An n x n matrix A is irreducible if for

every i and j there exists a finite sequence of indices fc(0) = i,..., k(r) = j such

that, for h= l,...,r, ak{h_l)Mh) / 0.
_
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If A is any real m x n matrix and J is the m x n matrix in which each element

equals 1, then for any real c, v(A + cJ) — v(A) + c. So if a sufficiently large constant

is added to all elements of A to make A essentially nonnegative, or nonnegative, or

positive, according to need, then the same constant is added to the value of A.

THEOREM 1. If A is any realnxn matrix such that, for some V in P, AV — XV

where X > 0, then v(A) < X.

PROOF. It is well known that if W is a vector of n real numbers, then

snv XTW = maxWi,
xeP %

and the same holds with P replaced by P+. Then with W = AV,

(2) sup XTAV = max (AV)t = X max Vt < X.
XeP l<i<n l<i<n

Then

v(A) = inf  sup XTAY < sup XTAV < X.    D
yeP xeP xeP

COROLLARY 1. If A is an essentially nonnegative n X n matrix such that

R(A) >0, thenv(A) < R(A).

PROOF. Since A is essentially nonnegative, there exists a vector V in P such

that AV = R(A)V (e.g., Birkhoff and Varga, 1958, p. 356).    D

COROLLARY 2.   For any nonnegative nx n matrix A, 0 < v (A) < p(A).

The upper bound on v(A) given by Theorem 1 can be strictly lower than those

given by Corollaries 1 and 2. For example, if A — [î ?] j Theorem 1 gives v(A) < 1

but R(A) = p(A) = 2. (In fact, v(A) = 2/3.)

COROLLARY 3. For any real n x n matrix A and any constant c such that

A + cJ > 0, v(A) < p(A + cJ) - c.

THEOREM 2. For any nonnegative nxn matrix A, a necessary and sufficient

condition for v(A) — p(A) is that there exists an nx n permutation matrix S such

that

(3) SAST = B = (bij),    bn=p(A),    b%1=0,    t = 2,...,n,

hj >p(A),    j = 2,...,n.

In particular, if n > 2 and A is irreducible, then v(A) < p(A).

PROOF. We consider two cases: p(A) — 0 and p(A) > 0.

First, if p(A) = 0, then by applying the same permutation S to the rows and

columns of A, we can obtain B = SAST in strictly upper triangular form (Gant-

macher, 1960, Volume 2, pp. 74-76). Therefore 6,, = p(A) = 0, bu =G, t =

2,..., n, and bij > p(A) =0, j = 2,... ,n. Conversely, if B is strictly upper trian-

gular, then p(B) — p(A) = 0. But A > 0 implies v(A) > 0, and since p(A) > v(A),

we must have v(A) = p(A) = 0.

Second, if p(A) > 0, then v(A) — p(A) implies (by (2)) that maxi<¿<n Vi = 1.

The permutation matrix S can be chosen so that V\ = 1. In this case, Vb =

• ■ • = Vn = 0.   Because the first column of B is given by BV — p(B)V and
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p(B) = p(A), we have bu = p(A) and bu =0, i = 2,... ,n. It remains to show

that bij > p(A), j = 2,...,n. But since v(A) = minyepY"Tj4t£ for some £ in

P, we must have, for i = 1,... ,n, (ATf)i > v(A) = p(A). Then writing £ = Sa

and premultiplying by ST, this inequality becomes, for i — 1,... ,n, (STA'TSa)i =

(BTa)i > p(A), where a is in P. In particular, p(A)cti > p(A), which implies

«i > 1, i.e., Qi = 1 and ai — ■ ■ ■ — an — 0. Then (BTa)i > p(A), for i — 1,..., n,

implies b\j > p(A) for j = 2,... , n. This establishes (3). Conversely, given (3), we

have, by (1),

v(A) = sup inf YTBTX > inf YTBTa > p(A).
v   ;     xepvep - YeP ~HK   '

Since we have already established that v(A) < p(A), we must have v(A) = p(A). D

Theorem 1 can be substantially generalized. Let F and G be cumulative distri-

bution functions such that F(0) = G(0) = 0, F(l) = G(l) = 1. Let A(x,y) be

a real-valued function of (x,y) G [0,1] x [0,1]. Let A be continuous in x and y.

Under these conditions (e.g. Dresher, 1961 [1981], p. 108), there exist distribution

functions F*, G* on [0,1] such that

sup/   j  A(x,y)dF(x)dG*(y) = inf f   [  A(x,y)dF*(x)dG(y).
F   JO    JO G   Jo   Jo

Call the common value of both sides v(A), the value of the infinite game specified

by the payoff function A.

THEOREM 3.   Suppose there exists a real-valued function f on [0,1] such that

/ > 0, /0 f(x) dx = 1 and, for some X > 0,

Xf(x)= f A(x,y)f(y)dy,        a; €[0,1].
Jo

Then v(A) < X.

PROOF.  Define the distribution function V(x) on [0,1] by V(x) = J* f(x)dx.

Then

v(A) = wî[   [  A(x,y)dF*(x)dG(y)
G Jo Jo

< f   f  A(x,y)dF*(x)dV(y)
Jo Jo

= f dF*(x) [  A(x,y)f(y)dy
Jo Jo

= f dF*(x)Xf(x) < X.    D
Jo

One sufficient condition for there to exist a function / satisfying the hypotheses

of Theorem 3 is (Birkhoff, 1957, p. 223) that A be uniformly positive in the sense

that 0 < infXyy A(x, y) < supx A(x, y) < oo. In this case / is also continuous and

A>0.
The inequality v(A) < p(A) may be far from sharp when more is known about

A than is assumed in the hypotheses of Theorem 1. For example, if A is doubly

stochastic (meaning that A > 0 and the sum of every row of A is 1 and the sum of

every column of A is 1), then v(A) — 1/n while p(A) = 1.
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It follows from Theorem 2 that if A > 0 and n > 2, then v(A) < p(A). An open

question is how far this inequality may be improved when A is also symmetric.

In 1937 von Neumann generalized his minimax theorem (1) as follows. For any

mxn real matrix A and any mxn matrix B > 0, there is a number v(A, B) given

by

m , a  m ■ t   XTAY       ■ r XTAY(4) v(A, B) =   sup    inf      T        =   inf    sup
xeTm veP„ JTW - YTPn  --m XTBY ■

The special case of (4) when B = J reduces to (1), i.e., v(A,J) = v(A). Shapley

(1953, p. 1099) interprets (4) in terms of a stochastic game when each element of

B is a positive number not exceeding 1. Von Neumann proved (4) by showing that

there exist two vectors X G Pm, Y G Pn and a number A such that

(5a) X(BY)X > (AY)i,        i = l,...,m,

(5b) X(BTX)J<(ATX)J,       j = l,...,n.}j ^ \™   ^J]i

(5) implies (4) because (5a) implies

(AY), UTAY .    ,  , UTAV
X > max =   sup     T „T_ >   inf    sup   rrTr)T,,

i    (BY)i     ueßm UTBY     vepn U€Prn UTBV

while (5b) implies

. .   (A^X)3       .      X^V . f   c/T^
A < mm J =   inf „T^ <   sup    inf   rrrr)T-,

¿   (BTX)j     vepn ITßV     UepmvePnUTBV

i.e., jointly

r-R, • f ^^ ^ w • f   UTAV(6) inf    sup   TTrrn.. < A <   sup    inf   ,,Tr)T,.
vgp„ rj€^m [/TBV -    - uefm vePn UTBV

However, the reverse inequality

^ ■  t   UTAV <r   ■  , UTAV(7) sup    inf   ,.t,„... <   inf    sup   ,,Tr)T,
uePrr, ^p„ UTBV     vePnUePmUTBV

always holds, so (4) follows from (5), with v(A,B) = A in (6). Loomis (1946) gives

an elementary proof of (5).

THEOREM 4. Let A and B be n x n real matrices with B > 0. (a) // there

is a vector U G P and a real number X such that AU = XBU, then v(A,B) < X.

(b) // there is a vector V G P and a real number p such that VTA = pVTB, then

H<v(A,B).

PROOF. Fix XeP. Then

•  XTAF XTAU     XTXBU ^
yIp XrBY - XTBU ~ XrBU

Since the upper bound A is independent of X, we have v(A, B) < X. Similarly, fix

Y G P. Then
XTAY      VTAY

Z&JFby-Wby**
so v(A, B) > p.    D
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THEOREM 5. Let A and B benxn real matrices with B > 0. (a) If B~x A > 0

(providing B_1 exists) or A~1B > 0, then the assumptions of Theorem 4(a) hold,

and v(A,B) < p(B~1A) or v(A,B) < [p(A~lB)}'1, respectively, (b) If AB~l > 0
(again providing B~x exists) or BA_1 > 0, then the assumptions of Theorem 4(b)

hold, and p(AB~*) < v(A,B) or [p(BA~l)\~l < v(A,B), respectively.

PROOF. A nonnegative nx n matrix has a nonzero nonnegative eigenvector

corresponding to its spectral radius (Gantmacher, 1960). (a) If B~XA > 0, take

p(B~lA) = A in Theorem 4(a). If A~lB > 0, then p(A~xB) > 0. For otherwise

there exists U G P such that A~1BU = 0, which implies, since A is nonsingular,

that BU — 0. But this is impossible because B > 0 and U ^ 0. Having established

that p(A~lB) > 0, take A = l/p(A~1B) in Theorem 4(a). The proof of part (b) is

similar.    D

COROLLARY 4. Let A and B be nx n matrices. Let A be nonnegative and

nonsingular and let B be positive.  Then p(AB) = p(BA) — [«(A"1,^)]*1.

PROOF. Since A > 0,det(A) ^ 0 and B > 0, both AB > 0 and BA > 0.
Therefore p(AB) = p(BA) > 0. By Theorem 5(a), v(A~1,B) < [p(AB)]"1. By
Theorem 5(b), [p(BA)Yl < v(A~\B).   D

COROLLARY 5. Let A-1 be a nonsingular nxn matrix with nonnegative inverse

A, and let S(A) be the sum of the elements of A. Then v(A~l) = 1/S(A).

PROOF. Taking B = J in Corollary 4 and reviewing (1) and (4), we find

v(A~l, J) = v(A~x) = l/p(AJ) = l/S(A), since every column sum of AJ equals

S(A).   a
Our results enable numerical procedures for calculating the spectral radius to

be used to find the value of certain games and, conversely, enable procedures for

solving games (Dresher, 1961 [1981], Chapter 5) to be used to find the spectral

radius of certain matrices.

We close with three historical remarks.

First, as a special case of the corollary just proved, take A — I. By the Perron

theorem, there exist vectors X, Y G P+ such that XBY = IY, XXTB = YTI,

where A = [p(ß)]_1. So (5) holds. Then von Neumann's theorem (4) yields

A = v(I, B) =s sup min        '      = inf max -
xTp   i   (ÖTX),     Yep   i    (BY)i

Since p(B) = p(BT), we find

i-i Xj ._r_    X¿
[p(B)]      = sup min .     *     =  inf max

xeP   *   (BX)Z     xeP   ,    (BX)/

This characterization of p(B) for B > 0 is equivalent to Wielandt's (1950)

(8) p(B) = sup min ^^ =   inf   maxB
xeP   l      Xi xeP+    %       Xi

for any irreducible B > 0. So von Neumann's theorem (4) may be seen as a step

towards Wielandt's (8).
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Second, from (8), it is one more step to the formula of Birkhoff and Varga (1958)

[and see Varga (1962), pp. 32, 34]

(9) p(A) =   sup     inf =   inf     sup "
xeP+Y(^p+  XTF       YeP+xeP+   x Y

for any irreducible nonnegative n x n matrix A. This formula initially suggested

Corollary 2 and the strict inequality for irreducible matrices in Theorem 2, because

the denominator on the right, XTY, must be less than 1 for X,Y G P+. Birkhoff

and Varga (1958, p. 359) observed that when A is irreducible and essentially non-

negative, then the two members on the right of (9) give R(A), the spectral prenorm

of A. They then stated "a curious related theorem [von Neumann's, our (1)] in game

theory" and "an analogous characterization of the spectral norm" [Wielandt's, our

(8)] but did not establish any connections among these minimax theorems.

Third, Donsker and Varadhan (1975) proved that if A > 0 is an n x n matrix

such that p(A) > 0 and vec[X¿] is the vector with ith element equal to X¿, then

(10) p(A)=sup   inf   XTvec   ¿Ö
xepY€P+ [   Yi   J

See Friedland (1981, pp. 306-307) for a derivation of (10). The "other half" of (10),
namely,

:(AY)i(11) p(A) =   inf   sup X1 vec
YeP+ xeP Y

follows immediately from Wielandt's formula (8). Roger Nussbaum (personal com-

munication, 29 January 1984) pointed out that (10) follows from (11) by an argu-

ment sketched by Donsker and Varadhan (1975, p. 782, bottom of column 1 and

top of column 2) based on convexity and a minimax theorem of Sion (1958).
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Two results in our paper were discovered previously and independently. Corol-

lary 2 is implied by a remark of Bellman (1955, p. 724) on the monotone convergence

of an iterative procedure for computing p(A), and Corollary 5 is stated as Theorem

1 of Raghavan (1979).
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